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Abstract—In this paper, a model-based dynamic fractionalorder sliding mode controller (FOSMC) is designed and
implemented to a coupled tank experimental setup for
controlling the liquid level. First, a model-based dynamic
sliding-mode controller is designed by using the dynamic
equations of a vertically positioned coupled tank system. Then,
the sliding surface of the sliding-mode controller is defined in
fractional order so that the designed controller can make better
water level tracking. The liquid level control of the system is
realized in two different steps. In the first step, the water level
of the upper tank is controlled by a pump and in this
application the bottom tank is not considered. In the second
step, the water level of the bottom tank is controlled with upper
tank’s output water. In addition, a model-based dynamic
sliding mode controller (SMC) is also applied to the system to
show the performance of the proposed controller in terms of
robustness to disturbances, reference tracking and error
elimination capability. Experimental results show that the
proposed controller reduces the reference tracking error by
3.68% and 10.17% for the upper tank and 17.07% for the
bottom tank when compared to the SMC, and the control
signal contains more chattering than the SMC.
Index Terms—fractional calculus, level control, nonlinear
control systems, process control, sliding mode control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid level control is one of the most important
industrial process steps. In the last decade, the liquid level
control systems have been often used in different areas such
as petro chemistry and medicine industries, water treatment
and energy plants etc., where the controller must be very
sensitive to parameter changes and need to be robust to
disturbances. Moreover, liquid level controller carries out
some complex missions such as pumping liquid to other
tanks, adjusting required liquid level and storage of the
desired level of the liquid in tanks. In this process, it is hard
to provide exact liquid quantity and regulate the flow rate
between tanks. In addition, an important problem for this
kind of systems is that they have a nonlinear behaviour due
to irregular flow rate that changes with respect to time. To
overcome these difficulties and control liquid level system
in a stable way, many control strategies have been proposed
in control engineering and related research areas. First, the
conventional PI, PD and PID controllers are used to control
tank systems [1-2]. Sekban et al. [3], have designed a
fractional-order PI controller to enhance the performance of

the integer-order PI controller performance. The
experimental results show that the proposed FOPI controller
has shown better reference tracking performance than PI
controller. However, since nonlinear system dynamics and
parameter adjustment are required, the liquid level control
system should be controlled with nonlinear controllers.
Therefore, some studies are presented with solutions that
overcome the problems concerned on liquid level control
systems.
Sekban et al. [4], have proposed a model-based dynamic
SMC to control water level of a coupled tank system. Also,
they have compared SMC with PI controller to show the
superiority of SMC. Experimental results have indicated that
the designed control algorithm has had satisfying control
performance. Can et al. [5], have designed a backstepping
controller as a nonlinear controller based on the system
dynamics and also, the proposed control algorithm has
compared PI controller under real-time experiment. The
experimental results have shown the superiority of the
backstepping controller. Boonsrimuang et al. [6], have
applied PI – Model Reference Adaptive Controller (MRAC)
to coupled tank liquid level system and the results indicate
that the designed model based controller is good at
eliminating steady state error and dealing with parameter
uncertainties occurred in the system dynamics. The authors
of the study [7], have used fuzzy and conventional PID
controllers to realize level control of coupled tank system.
The simulation results show that fuzzy controller is better
than PID controller in terms of overcoming parameter
uncertainties and eliminating steady state error occurring in
the system. Başçi and Derdiyok [8], have presented adaptive
fuzzy controller to control coupled tank liquid level system
that is compared with conventional PI controller in terms of
reference tracking performance, rising-settling time and
error elimination success. The experimental results indicate
that adaptive fuzzy controller showed better performance
with respect to parameter changes, has lower settling time
and good at tracking reference input when it is compared
with PI controller.
As another nonlinear controller, sliding mode controller
(SMC), is proposed to control coupled tank liquid level
system [9-15]. Abbas et al. [16], have designed SMC to
apply coupled tank liquid level system and analysed the
controller mathematically to compare with PID controller.
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The simulation results show that SMC has better trajectory
tracking performance for different reference inputs. Efe and
Kasnakoğlu [17], have proposed fractional order
differentiation and integration to increase system
performance where system dynamics needs to be flexible to
changes. Also, they have used fractional calculus with
adaptive sliding mode controller to achieve and design
better performing controller as well.
In this paper, a model-based dynamic FOSMC is
compared with SMC in real-time application on a coupled
tank liquid level system to show its reducing effect on
chattering phenomena that causes bad effect on the system
dynamics and robustness against to parameter uncertainties
and disturbances. The experimental results show that
FOSMC is good at coping with undesired system
behaviours, providing enough flexibility, is robust to
parameter variations as well as to external disturbances.
Also, the FOSMC has better time-varying reference inputs
tracking performance when it is compared with SMC.

where Ao1 is the outlet cross sectional area (cm2 ) , V o1 is the
tank 1 outflow velocity (cm / s ) ,   K p / At1 is constant, Kp

cm 3
/ V ) and
s
is the actual pump input voltage (volt ) . The

is the pump volumetric flow constant (
u (t )  V p

outflow velocity by using Bernoulli’s equation
V o1  2 gL1

(3)

where g is the gravitational constant on earth. As a remark,
the cross-section area of tank 1 outlet hole can be calculated
by,
1
(4)
A o1  D o1 2
4
In the Eq. (4) D o1 is the tank 1 outlet diameter. Using Eq.
(3) and (4) the outflow rate from tank 1 given in Eq. (2)
becomes,

f o1  Ao1 2 gL1

(5)

Moreover using the mass balance principle for tank 1, we
obtain the following first-order differential equation in L 1 ,

II. THE COUPLED TANK SYSTEM
A. Modelling of the coupled tank liquid level system
The coupled tank system consists of a pump with a water
basin and two tanks. Tanks are located vertically on a
platform. The pump feeds the tank 1 and the bottom tank,
which is called as tank 2, is fed by the output of the upper
tank. The coupled tank system is used in two different
configurations: configuration #1 and configuration #2
respectively. Our study focused on the level control of the
top tank in configuration #1 and level control of bottom tank
in configuration #2.
B. Single tank model (configuration #1)
Single tank system consisting of the top tank is shown in
Fig. 1. It is reminded that in configuration #1, the pump
feeds into tank 1 and that tank 2 is not considered at all.
Therefore, the input to the process is the voltage to the pump
and its output is the water level in tank 1.

 dL 
At1  1   f i1  f o1
(6)
 dt 
where At1 is the cross-section area of tank 1. Substituting
Eq. (1) and (5) into Eq. (6) and rearrange the equation the
following form for the tank 1 system can be obtained.
dL1 KpVp  A o1 2 gL 1

dt
A t1

(7)

C. Coupled tank model (configuration #2)
A schematic of the coupled tank plant is depicted in Fig.
2. In configuration #2 the pump feeds into tank 1, which in
turn feeds into tank 2.

Figure 2. Coupled tank model

Figure 1. Single tank model

The mathematical model of the single tank system
determined by relating the volumetric inflow rate f i1 into
tank 1 and the outflow rate fo1 leaving through the hole at
the tank 1 bottom. The volumetric inflow rate and the
outflow rate to tank 1 can be expressed as [4,18].
f i1  u (t )
(1)
f

94

o1  A o1V o1

(2)

As far as tank 1 is concerned, the same equation as the ones
previously developed in section (B) is applied. However, the
water level equation of motion in tank 2 still needs to be
derived. In the coupled tank, the system states are the level
L1 in tank 1 and the level L2 in tank 2. The outflow rate
from tank 2 can be expressed as [4,18];
f o 2  Ao 2Vo2
(8)
Tank 2 outflow velocity by using Bernoulli’s equation,
Vo 2  2 gL2

(9)
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As a remark, the cross-section area of tank 2 outlet hole
can be calculated by,
1
(10)
Ao 2  Do 2 2
4
Using Eqs. (9) and (10) the outflow rate from tank 2 given
in Eq. (8) becomes
f o 2  Ao 2 2 gL2

(11)

Using Eq. (5) as inflow rate or tank 2,
f i 2  Ao1 2 gL1

(12)

Moreover using the mass balance principle for tank 2, we
obtain the following first-order differential equation in L2 ,
 dL 
At 2  2   f i 2  f o 2
 dt 

(13)

Substituting Eq. (12) and (11) into Eq. (13) and rearrange
the equation the following form for the tank 2 system can be
obtained.

dL2  Ao 2 2 gL2  Ao1 2 gL1

dt
At 2

(14)

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The fractional calculus has been used for a long time.
Although the fractional calculus has a long past, it has been
used in control engineering or related research areas in
recent history [19]. Today, with the improvement of
technology, computers are very fast and capable of
calculating very complex equations that have high order
terms with integer or fractional sensitively.
For fractional order terms of differentiation or integration,
they can be represented as a D tr clearly while doing
fractional order calculation, and also a and t are the lower
and upper limits of calculation where r  R . For the
described form of continuous integro-differential
representation can be written as below [20,21].
r 0
r0

(15)

r 0

The Grünwald-Letnikov (GL), Riemann-Louville (RL) and
Caputo methods are well-known methods to use in
fractional order calculations [22]. The methods mentioned
are shown below respectively [22]. The definition of the GL
method can be expressed [22];
r
a Dt

 t a 
 h 



r 
f (t )  h0 lim h  r  (1) j   f (t  jh)
 j
j 0

(16)

and here  t  a  term is an integer term. The RL method can
 h 



be described for n  1 r  n ;
f ( )
dn t
1
(17)
d

n
(n  r ) dt a (t   ) r  n 1
where (.) is the function of Gamma. For n  1 r  n , the
Caputo method can be written given in Eq. (18) [23,24].
r
a Dt

f (t ) 

t
f n ( )
1
d

(n  r ) a (t   ) r n 1

(18)

The initial conditions for fractional order derivative
equations are the same structure with integer order
derivative equations’ in Caputo’s method [20]. Although the
fractional order calculation cannot be computed exactly,
some approaches have been derived. The main idea of the
proposed approaches on fractional order calculation is to
achieve its integer order approximation to realize as a
computing method physically [20]. The systems that are
represented in Laplace transformation with fractional order,
can be computed by using some methods such as Carlson,
Matsuda, Tustin, Simpson, Crone [20-25]. These
approximation methods are depending on series expansion
of the Laplace operator.
B. Sliding mode controller design
B.1 SMC design for configuration #1
To design SMC, some assumptions must be determined
[26]. First, the flow rates cannot be negative f  0 and with
some assumptions the following equations can be written.

Ao1 2 g

A. Fractional order calculation

 dr
 r
 dt
r 
a Dt  1
t
  ( dt )  r
a

r
a Dt f (t ) 

 k1 ,

Ao 2 2 g

 k 2 , k1  k 2  k (19)
At1
At 2
If writing these assumptions in place of the coupled tank
system, the dynamic model equations can be obtained from
the following equations [26].
L1  k L1  u , L2  k L1  k L2

(20)

Defining a sliding surface s (t ) as [9,27,32],
s  e1  e1

(21)

where  is a positive constant, e1  L1r  L1 is the error that
is expressed as the difference between reference and
measured value of water level. Taking time derivative of the
s function, the following equation can be obtained.
s  e1  e1
(22)
After taking the second order derivative of the e1 and
replacing it in Eq. (22), the following equation can be
obtained.
s  e1  ( L1r  L1 )
(23)
where,
k
(24)
 k L1  u
L1 
2 L1





To design a control strategy based on the system dynamics,
a well-defined positive-definite Lyapunov candidate
function can be selected as given below [28].
1
(25)
V  sPs T  0
2
where P  P T  0 . Taking time derivative of Eq. (25), Eq.
(26) can be obtained.
V  s T Ps
(26)
Here, to guarantee the stability of the system, the time
derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function must be
negative definite. To provide this, Eq. (26) can be equal to
Eq. (27) with the assumption given below.

V  sT G sign (s)  sT Ps  0

(27)
95
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where G is a design parameter and can be selected properly.
If Eq. (23) is rewritten in Eq. (27), Eq. (28) is obtained.
(28)
 Gsign(s)  P((L1r  L1 )   ( L1r  L1 ))
If Eq. (28) is rearranged, then Eq. (29) can be achieved.
k2
k
 Gsign( s)  P( L1r 

u )  P ( L1r  k L1  u )
2 2 L1
(29)
Assuming that P is an identity matrix and then, the control
signal u is left alone, the control signal for configuration #1
can be achieved as given in Eq. (30).
u

2


 P ( L1r  L1r  k L1  k )  Gsign ( s ) 


2
P ( 2 L1  k ) 


2 L1

(30)
B.2 SMC design for configuration #2
In the same manner, the control law has been obtained for
the level control of tank 2 considering the dynamics of the
coupled tank system given in Eqs. (8-14) and Eq. (22) as
well. Considering the previous configuration, we can define
the system model for configuration #2 as given below in
which the output is defined as L2 [9,26].
L1  k L1  u , L2  k L1  k L2

(31)

Then, to design SMC for configuration #2, a sliding surface
can be defined as in Eq. (21) for e 2  L2r  L2 as given
below [9,27,32].
s  e2  e2
(32)
Taking time derivative of Eq. (32), the following equation
can be obtained.
s  e2  e2
(33)
When the above definition of e2 is used in Eq. (33), the
following equation is obtained.
s  e2  ( L2r  L2 )
(34)
where,
k
(35)
k L1  k L2
L2 
2 L2





Rewriting Eqs. (31) for L 2 and (35) into Eq. (34), and
defining a positive-definite Lyapunov candidate function as
realized in Eq. (25) and using its negative-definite
differentiation as well, the desired control signal for
configuration #2 can be derived as given below.

k 2 L1 k 2 
 ) (36)
1  P ( L 2r  L1  k L2 )  P( L2r 
u

2 L2
2 
P 


  Gsign( s)
C. Fractional order sliding mode controller design
C.1 FOSMC design for configuration #1
In this section, FOSMC is designed depending on the Eq.
(21) that was used to design SMC. First of all, a sliding
surface with fractional order derivative can be defined as
[22],

s  e1  a Dt r e1 ,   R  , r  (0,1)

(37)

where  is the gain of sliding surface, and a Dt r () is the
fractional calculus operator. Taking derivative of Eq. (37)

96

with respect to time, the following equation is obtained.

s  e1  a Dt r 1e1
(38)
Defining a positive-definite Lyapunov candidate function
[27],
V

1
sPs T  0
2

(39)

where P  P T  0 and then, taking time derivative of the
Eq. (39), Eq. (40) can be obtained.
V  s T Ps
(40)
To proof the stability of the control algorithm, the time
derivative of the Lyapunov candidate function must be
negative-definite that is expressed as given below.
V   s T Gsign( s)  s T Ps  0
(41)
where G is a design parameter and can be selected properly.
From Eq. (38), the fractional-order sliding surface can be
written into Eq. (41) as given below.
(42)
 Gsign( s)  P( a Dt r 1 ( L1r  L1 )   ( L1r  L1 ))
To achieve the needed control signal equation, the states of
the system are rewritten into Eq. (42) and then, Eq. (43) can
be obtained.
r 1
(43)
 Gsign( s )  P a Dt e1  P ( L1r  k L1  u )
Assuming that P is an identity matrix and then, the control
signal u is left alone, the fractional-order control signal for
configuration #1 can be achieved as given in Eq. (44).
1
u
P a Dt r 1e 1  Gsign ( s )  P ( L1r  k L1 ) (44)
P





C.2 FOSMC design for configuration #2
To design the FOSMC for configuration #2, the Eq. (33)
is taken into account. Then, a fractional order sliding surface
can be defined as follow [22].

s  e2  a Dt r e2 ,   R  , r  (0,1)
(45)
Taking time derivative of Eq. (45), Eq. (46) is achieved.

s  e2  a Dt r 1e2
(46)
To obtain a fractional-order control signal for configuration
#2, the same Lyapunov candidate function is taken into
account as in Eqs.(25) -(39),
V

1
sPs T  0
2

(47)

and its differentiation of with respect to time,
V  s T Ps
(48)
can be obtained. From Eqs. (31) and (41), the following
expression can be obtained.
r 1
(49)
 Gsign( s )  ( P a Dt e2  P ( L 2 r  L 2 ))
For more clear expression of Eq. (49), it can be expressed as
given below.
r 1
 Gsign( s )  ( P a Dt e 2  PL 2 r  PL1 
(50)

Pk L2  Pu )
Finally, the control signal can be obtained for configuration
#2 as given below:
r 1
1  PD e2  Gsign( s)  PL 2 r  
(51)
u

P  Pk L2  PL1

which is fractional order sliding mode control signal of the
tank 2, where Gsign(s) is switching control function, G is
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the switching gain and sign(s) can be expressed as given
below [28-31].

s 0
s0
s0

 1

sign( s )   0
 1


(52)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the experimental results are presented for
both controllers. During the experiment for configuration
#1, the G value is determined as 40 and  is determined as
20 for both controllers. Also, the fractional operator r is
taken as 0,6.

After determining the optimal parameters, the obtained
experimental results are given in Fig. 3 (a)-(c) and Fig. 4
(a)-(c) for step + sawtooth and step + square reference
signals, respectively. In Fig. 3 (a), the step + sawtooth
reference tracking results are given for both controllers.
From the obtained results, FOSMC has small rise time as
well as less overshoot/undershot level for the step part of the
reference signal. When the sawtooth reference signal is
applied, although both controllers have nearly the same rise
time, SMC has bigger overshot when it compared with the
FOSMC. In addition, the obtained error levels presented in
Table 1 shows that FOSMC has shown 3.68% better
trajectory tracking performance than SMC throughout the
step and time-varying part of the reference signal.
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Figure 3. The FOSMC and SMC experimental results for configuration #1
under step + sawtooth reference signal
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Figure 4. The FOSMC and SMC experimental results for configuration #1
under step + square reference signal
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When the Fig. 3 (c) is analysed, the proposed controller and
SMC have produced similar control signal forms that causes
similar control performance for configuration #1 under step
+ sawtooth reference signal.
In the second experiment seen in Fig. 4 (a)-(c), the step +
square reference signal is used to show the responses of both
controllers according to sudden changes in a period. From
the Fig. 4 (a), both controllers have almost the same rise
time, whereas SMC has same oscillations while tracking

the reference signal. Also, FOSMC has better rise time and
settling time between 40 and 46 seconds when the sudden
change is applied. In addition, in Fig. 4 (b), FOSMC has
better error elimination capability and has given fast
response to the sudden changes than SMC as seen in the
Table 1. Also, in Fig. 4 (c), both controllers have similar
control signal forms, whereas the proposed controller has
shown better trajectory performance than the SMC result.
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Figure 5. The SMC experimental results for configuration #2 under step +
sinusoidal reference signal
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Figure 6. The FOSMC experimental results for configuration #2 under
step + sinusoidal reference signal
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In Figs. 5-6, the experimental results of configuration #2
are given for both controllers under step + sinusoidal
reference signal. For configuration #2, the optimal
parameter values for G and  are determined as 85 and 10,
respectively. Also, the fractional order derivative value r is
taken as 0,5. From the figures, SMC has caught the step
reference with greater rise and settling time. In addition,
FOSMC has produced less wavy water reference level for
bottom tank and tracked the sinusoidal reference signal with
less deviation when it is compared with the result of SMC.
Besides, FOSMC has produced more chattering control
signal form to realize more sensitive control performance as
well as having bigger control signal level as seen in the Figs.
5 (c) and 6 (c). Also, from the MAE results for tank 2,
FOSMC has approximately 17% better trajectory tracking
performance than SMC. FOSMC has also provided more
flexible control performance to keep the system output at the
desired water value.
TABLE I. MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR OF CONTROLLERS’
REFERENCE TRACKING

Volume 20, Number 3, 2020

chattering.
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